


I       ,f you could visit a tropical rainforest
      what would it be like? What animals
   ,   would you see? Well here’s one right

   .     !in front of you Come on in and see

      ,As you walk deep into the rainforest
      you notice how warm and moist the

 —     air feels kind of like your bathroom
     . after you take a hot shower Looking

,      around you also notice that the light
    .  is pretty dim in here That’s because

      not much sunlight can get through the
      .leaves of the trees towering above you

      But maybe what you notice the most
      are the sights and sounds of the

 .    rainforest animals This place is alive
 !    .with them Birds sing and squawk

   . Monkeys howl from above Branches
     . rustle as animals climb through them

 .    . Bats fly Frogs peep and hop Insects
  .flutter and buzz

    : And now there’s another sound the
  .  pitter-patter of raindrops It rains

   —  almost every day here sometimes as
       ! much as two inches in just an hour

       You almost feel as if you’re in a
 .different world

    Another Day at the Office

     A workday for these scientists means
    , climbing high into the treetops where

    .  they collect insects to study The species
 , ,    of insects spiders and their relatives in

     one rainforest was found to outnumber
      .mammal species by about 300 to 1
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 Forest Facts
     The rainforests in this story

  ,are tropical rainforests
     because they are close to the

equator (   ).see map above

    The average temperature in
   tropical rainforests is between

  .70˚F and 85˚F

    Rainforests get more than
     .100 inches of rain a year
    Lots of evaporated water in

     .the air makes them feel steamy

     Rainforests cover only about six percent
  ,     of the planet but they contain more than

      .half the world’s plant and animal species

, , , , ,Chocolate bananas nuts tea spices
,      rubber and woods such as teak and

    .balsa all come from rainforests

     People cut down rainforest trees for
       lumber or to clear the land for farms

 .  ,  and ranches Each second an area
       of rainforest the size of a football field
 .    is destroyed But many people are

    .working hard to protect rainforests
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■     . (           ,  Rainforests of the world All species in this book are from South or Central America except for
    .)the periwinkle and flying dragon
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